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Talk Outline 
•  Introduction to Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay 
• Experiments that are Taking Data 
• Experiments that are Under Construction 
• Outlook and Summary 
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•  some even-even nuclei cannot β decay but can undergo double 
beta decay, a very rare second-order weak process 

–  e.g. 76Ge has half-life 1.8 × 1021 years 

•  BSM process: neutrinoless double beta decay (has never been 
observed…well, sort of never!) 
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requires neutrinos to be their own 
antiparticle − i.e. Majorana fermions 
as opposed to Dirac fermions 

x 
νe

•  some even-even nuclei cannot β decay but can undergo double 
beta decay, a very rare second-order weak process 

–  e.g. 76Ge has half-life 1.8 × 1021 years 

•  BSM process: neutrinoless double beta decay (has never been 
observed…well, sort of never!) 



Which Isotopes? 
•  35 naturally-occurring isotopes can double beta decay 

•  double beta isotopes with Q > 2 MeV 

•  34 naturally-occurring isotopes can EC/EC, EC/β+, β+/β+ 

•  only six of them have high enough Q to emit double positron 

isotope Q-value [MeV] natural abundance 

48Ca 4.27 0.19% 
150Nd 3.37 5.6% 
96Zr 3.35 2.8% 
100Mo 3.03 9.6% 
82Se 3.00 9.2% 
116Cd 
130Te 
136Xe 
124Sn 
76Ge 
110Pd 

2.80 
2.53 
2.48 
2.29 
2.04 
2.01 

7.5% 
34.5% 
8.9% 
5.6% 
7.8% 
11.8% 

CANDLES, AMORE!

SNO+, DCBA!

SuperNEMO, LUCIFER!

CUORE, SNO+!

KamLAND-Zen, EXO, NEXT!

GERDA, MAJORANA!

C0BRA!

MOON, AMORE!

Sn-loaded scintillator!



Why is 0νββ Interesting?!
•  if neutrinos are Majorana particles 

•  lepton number is not conserved (L conservation is “ad hoc” in the Standard 
Model, so this is fine to throw out) 

•  offers “simpler” theory for massive neutrinos 

•  light neutrino exchange can mediate the 0νββ process 
•  rate (i.e. half-life) depends on effective Majorana neutrino mass 
•  upcoming double beta decay experiments probe neutrino mass scales 

suggested by the inverted neutrino mass...the target is in site! 
•  possible connection to cosmology via CP-violating Majorana phases, 

ΔL ≠ 0 and leptogenesis giving rise to the matter-antimatter 
asymmetry in Universe 

•  definite connection to physics at higher energy scales (e.g. as in the 
simple see-saw mechanism) 

•  in EFT, the lowest-order extension to the Standard Model is a unique 
dimension-5 operator…and it’s Majorana neutrino mass 

d=5 operator coefficient <Φ>2/Λ 
(246 GeV)2/1015 GeV ≈ 60 meV 

JHEP12(2007)061
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B. Lepton mixing in the full type-III seesaw model 38

C. Low scale models of light neutrino masses with large Yukawa couplings 40

1. Introduction

The experimental observation of non-zero neutrino masses and mixings constitutes evidence

for physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) and points to the existence of a new, yet

unknown, physics scale. It has been already a few years since the breaking of such exciting

news and nevertheless little — if anything — is known about the underlying physics. The

difficulty lies in both the fact that neutrinos are very weakly interacting particles and, more

important, in the tiny value of their masses — orders of magnitude lighter than any other

fermion masses — pointing to very suppressed effects. The absence of exotic experimental

signals other than neutrino masses, as well as the theoretical criteria of naturalness, point

to values of the new physics scale, M , larger than the electroweak scale.

It is worth recalling that the evidence for neutrino masses comes from neutrino oscilla-

tions, which detect the interference between the different paths taken by different neutrinos

when traveling a long distance. The paths differ because the masses differ and what has

been measured is the relative phase shift induced, which is only sizable after extremely

long distances. In other words, detection has been possible because neutrino masses af-

fect neutrino propagation. Other possible low-energy effects of the underlying theory, i.e.

exotic couplings, are typically zero-distance effects which cannot benefit from such an en-

hancement. Its suppression is only easily overcome at very high energies, with the particle

momenta equal or larger than the scale M , as for instance in leptogenesis scenarios, where

the high energies of the early universe allow the heavy fields at the origin of neutrino masses

to roam freely.

To see what could be the nature and magnitude of the low energy effects associated to

neutrino masses it is convenient to rephrase the above in terms of a generic effective low-

energy theory. Effective theories allow rather model-independent analysis based on the

fundamental symmetries, while only the coefficient of the effective operators are model-

dependent. The impact at low energies of the heavy fields present in the putative high-

energy theory can be parametrized, without loss of generality, by an effective Lagrangian

including:

• Corrections to the parameters of the SM Lagrangian.

• The addition to the SM Lagrangian of a tower of non-renormalizable higher-dimension

operators, invariant under the SM gauge group. The latter are made out of the SM

fields active at low energies and their coefficients weighted by inverse powers of the

high scale M ,

Leff = LSM + δLd=5 + δLd=6 + · · · (1.1)
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The only possible dimension 5 (d = 5) operator is the famous Weinberg operator [1],

δLd=5 =
1

2
cd=5
αβ

!
ℓc
Lαφ̃∗

" !
φ̃† ℓLβ

"
+ h.c. , (1.2)

where ℓL stands for the lepton weak doublets,1 greek letters denote flavour indices and φ̃

is related to the standard Higgs doublet φ ≡ (φ+,φ0) by φ̃ = iτ2φ∗. Finally, cd=5
αβ is a

coefficient matrix of inverse mass dimension, i.e. O(1/M) . This operator is not invariant

under the B−L symmetry, with B and L denoting respectively baryon and lepton number,

which is an accidental symmetry of the SM. Upon electroweak symmetry breaking, <

φ0 >= v/
√

2, v = 246 GeV, this term results in Majorana neutrino masses. Such a d = 5

operator is characteristic of all theories with Majorana neutrino masses, such as for instance

the minimal (type I) Seesaw model [2]. Therefore the knowledge of cd=5
αβ doesn’t allow to

discriminate between these models. It is very suggestive that the lowest-order effect of high-

energy beyond the Standard Model physics may be neutrino masses. There is no hope to

see any other low energy effects, e.g. zero distance effects, associated to this operator.

These effects are necessarily tiny since neutrino masses — which fix the cd=5
αβ coefficients

— are tiny.2

The case of the dimension six (d = 6) SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) invariant operators is

different, though. There is a plethora of such operators [3]. Different classes of models

result in different d = 6 operators. Their identification and eventually their experimental

selection is then a very important tool to discriminate the origin of neutrino masses. An

important property of these operators is that they are not necessarily suppressed as the

d = 5 operator and, therefore, may lead to observables low-energy effects. The point is that

all of them preserve B−L, in contrast with the unique d = 5 operator above. This suggests

that, from the point of view of symmetries, it may be natural to consider large coefficients

for the d = 6 operators resulting from the new physics, while having small coefficients for

the B −L odd operator. Such a possibility would require to decouple the coefficients of the

d = 6 operators from that of the d = 5 operator responsible for neutrino masses.

The first purpose of this work is to identify the effective d = 6 operators which are

characteristic of Seesaw models (section 2). In the latter, the tiny neutrino masses naturally

result from the tree-level exchange of heavy particles, which may be either fermions or

bosons. The exchange of heavy SM singlet fermions is the essence of the minimal Seesaw

model (type I) and its generalizations. Analogously, the exchange of heavy SU(2)L scalar

triplets is another possibility which has been widely explored, as in the type II Seesaw

model and its generalizations [4]. SU(2)L fermionic triplets may also mediate light neutrino

masses (type III Seesaw) [5, 6, 6 – 9]. Most beyond the SM theories with Majorana neutrino

masses typically incorporate one of these mechanisms or combinations of them: the lessons

1The charge-conjugate spinor is denoted ψc ≡ Cψ
T
, where T denotes transposition and C charge

conjugation.
2Notice that neutrino masses have been detected in neutrino oscillation experiments, which in fact

measure differences between the square of neutrino masses. That is, if the neutrinos are Majorana particles,

the experiments have already measured an effect suppressed as (cd=5
αβ )2 ∼ 1/M2 instead of 1/M and thus

quantitatively alike to that from generic dimension six operators.
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Majorana Mass 

L
C
Lm ψψ is precisely the term in the Lagrangian 

that’s responsible for this process 



Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay 
Amplitude!
•  if and only if Majorana!

–  antineutrino = neutrino!

•  helicity mismatch!
–  antineutrino is dominantly right-handed 

helicity with component m/E that is left-
handed helicity!

•  amplitude!

miUei
2

i
∑ ≡ mββ

decay rate is amplitude squared,  
hence ∝ mββ

2

take note: it’s the sum of complex-valued Uei  with the “Majorana phases”!

The important implications of massive Majorana neutrinos and the possible experi-
mental observation of ��(0⌫) have triggered a new generation of experiments spanning a
variety of candidate isotopes with di↵erent experimental techniques, all aiming at reaching
a sensitivity allowing to test the region of neutrino masses indicated by neutrino oscil-
lation experiments. Experimental techniques range from the well-established germanium
calorimeters, to xenon time projection chambers and low temperature calorimeters. Some
of the experiments are already running or will run very soon. Others are still in their
R&D phase, trying to reach the limit of their experimental technique.

In all cases, the common claim is of being sensitive to very light neutrino masses by
assuming an improvement of one to three orders of magnitude in term of background
suppression, detector performance or increase of the target mass.

In this paper we review the state-of-the-art of this rapidly changing field. In Section
2 we summarize the general status of neutrino phenomenology while in Section 3 we
analyze the case of ��(0⌫). Section 3.1 is devoted to the nuclear part of the problem,
the calculation of the transition probabilities (or Nuclear Matrix Elements, NME). In
Sections 4 and 5 the most important experimental aspects are described. In Section
5.1 we summarize the results of previous experiments. In Section 6 we introduce the
challenging aspects of present and future projects while in the following Sections we
review and compare them. Our conclusions are summarized in Section 12

2 Neutrinos

Today, we know there are three generations of neutrinos, distinguished by their leptonic
flavor. These are the only not-sterile neutrinos with masses lower than the Z0 mass.
A number of experiments in the past 20 years have monitored intense neutrino sources
(solar, atmospheric, reactor and accelerator neutrinos) and have reported the observation
of neutrino flavor conversion during propagation (neutrino oscillations and Mikheyev-
Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) e↵ect), either in terms of neutrino disappearance or in terms
of the appearance of a wrong neutrino flavor. This phenomenon has its natural explanation
when assuming that neutrinos are massive particles and mixing among mass eigenstates
is assumed, which implies the need to modify or better extend the Standard Electroweak
Model to include massive neutrinos.

Massive neutrino phenomenology (see for example [8, 9, 10, 11]) is described in the
framework of three distinguishable particles provided with their own leptonic number, fla-
vor and mass eigenvalue. As for the quark sector, a not diagonal matrix – the Pontecorvo-
Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata matrix (PMNS) – describes the mixing of neutrinos. The PMNS
matrix, in its most general case, is parametrized by 3 angles (✓12, ✓23 and ✓13) and 3 CP-
violating phases (�, �2, and �3) for a total of 6 parameters to be added to the 3 unknown
values of the neutrino masse eigenstates (m

i

). The PMNS matrix can be expressed as:

U
i,j

=

0

@
c12c13 s12c13 s13e�i�

�s12c23 � c12s23s13ei� c12c23 � s12s23s13ei� s23c13
s12s23 � c12c23s13ei� �c12s23 � s12c23s13ei� c23c13

1

A⇥diag(1, ei↵1 , ei↵2) (4)
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Neutrino Mass Hierarchy 

ν3

Δm     atmospheric 
~50 meV 

“normal” 

“inverted” 

Δmsolar ≈ 9 meV
Δmatm ≈ 50 meV

what’s important for 0𝜈ββ is the electron!
component in the neutrino mass eigenstates!



       and the Neutrino Mass Hierarchy mββ

Neutrino Physics The Nature of Massive Neutrinos
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Figure 1.1: The e↵ective Majorana mass |h m i| (including a 2� uncertainty), as a function of min(mj)
for sin2 ✓13 = 0.0236 ±0.0042 [18] and � = 0. The figure is obtained using also the best fit values and
1� errors of �m2

21, sin
2 ✓12, and |�m2

31(32)| given in Table 1.7 in ref. [6]. The phases ↵21,31 are varied

in the interval [0,⇡]. The predictions for the NH, IH and QD spectra are indicated. The red regions
correspond to at least one of the phases ↵21,31 and (↵31 �↵21) having a CP violating value, while the
blue and green areas correspond to ↵21,31 possessing CP conserving values. (From ref. [6].)

26

updated figure by S. Pascoli in RPP 2013 “Neutrino Mass, Mixing and Oscillations”, !
originally in S. Pascoli and S. Petcov, PRD 77, 113003 (2008)!

best-fit oscillation parameters with ±2σ for θ13, δ=0, 
±1σ for the other relevant oscillation parameters !
all Majorana phases 𝛼 from [ 0, π ]!
Blue and Green: CP-conserving Majorana phases!
Red: at least one of 𝛼21,31 and (𝛼31–𝛼21) CP-violating !

e.g. HdM!
10 kg scale!

1000 kg scale!



Decay Rate (or Half-Life) 
•  rate of 0νββ decay: 
 
•  G0ν is the phase space integral (precisely calculable) 
•  M0ν is the nuclear matrix element [next talk by F. Šimkovic] 

•  is there a favoured isotope? 
 
plot of phase space v. geometric mean 
of NME calculation…anti-correlated? 
48Ca, 150Nd, 136Xe, 96Zr, 116Cd, 124Sn,  
130Te, 82Se, 76Ge, 100Mo, 110Pd (from left to right) 

 

T1/2[ ]−1 =G0ν

mββ

2

me
2 M0ν

2

January 8, 2013 1:19 WSPC/INSTRUCTION FILE
DBDmatrixElements1˙7mpla

6

Fig. 2. As Fig. 1 but with the addition of the isotopes 48Ca (2.2, 2143), 82Se (17, 514), 96Zr (13,
889), 100Mo (25, 660), 110Pd (33,181), 116Cd (9, 597), and 124Sn (10, 302). The number pairs are
the coordinates of the upper rightmost corner of each area, in lieu of labeling. It is more di�cult
to see the details but the overall trend of a correlation between the phase space factor and the
square of the nuclear matrix element is brought out.

Fig. 3. For each candidate isotope a point is plotted at the geometric mean of the squared matrix
element range limits (as shown in Fig. 2) and the phase-space factor evaluated at gA=1. The
points in order of increasing abscissa value are: 48Ca, 150Nd, 136Xe, 96Zr, 116Cd, 124Sn, 130Te,
82Se, 76Ge, 100Mo, and 110Pd.

explicitly on A, and implicitly on the Q-value and Z. The presence of the factor A
in the specific phase space has little e↵ect on the correlation but slightly reduces

from R.G.H. Robertson, arXiv:1301.1323!



How to Search for 0νββ?	

•  look at sum of energy of both electrons (calorimetry) 
•  search for a peak at the double beta endpoint   



Backgrounds 
•  separation of 0νββ from 2νββ (hence energy resolution) is not the only 

important experimental requirement 
•  background reduction and rejection are necessary too 

•  natural radioactivity (U, Th, K, Rn…all the usual suspects) 
•  cosmogenic radioactivity – will be more and more important as we increase the 

sensitivity of next-generation experiments 
•  selection of materials for detector components 
•  radiopurity of the detection medium and the double beta isotope (often one and 

the same) 
•  event “topology” – spatial and/or temporal – for background rejection 

e.g. Ge detector with excellent energy resolution!
still has background counts under the peak!

e.g. NEMO-3 with not-as-good energy 
resolution has excellent background 
rejection from track identification!



In General: 
Next-Gen Double Beta Experiments 
 
NEED TO BE BIG 
 

 HAVE GOOD ENERGY RESOLUTION 
 

  AND HAVE ULTRA-LOW BACKGROUND 
 
 
the more of these you have, the better your experimental sensitivity to 
the neutrinoless double beta decay process 



Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay 
Experiments – Survey and Review 
•  limited time, so I will only speak about currently running 

experiments with >O(10)’s kg of detector material 
 – and – 

•  such large experiments currently funded and under construction 

•  thanks to the experimental collaborations for slides which I am 
showing essentially unedited – I’m conveying the material from 
each experiment (their words) directly to you! 

[my commentary will appear in purple italics] 

 
•  specific thanks: T. Kishimoto, S. Umehara, D. Waters, R. Saakyan,              

F. Avignone, E. Fiorini, O. Cremonesi, C. Brofferio, J.J. Gómez-Cadenas,      
G. Gratta, K. Kumar, J. Farine, K. Inoue, S. Schönert, R. Martin, S. Elliott,  
M. Green 



Double Beta Decay Experiments 
Currently Running Experiments (and their future plans) 
•  CANDLES 
•  KamLAND-Zen 
•  EXO-200 at WIPP (and nEXO at SNOLAB) 
•  GERDA 
Experiments Under Construction 
•  CUORE (currently running CUORE-0) 
•  MAJORANA “Demonstrator” 
•  NEXT 
•  SuperNEMO (and the recently dismantled NEMO-3) 
•  SNO+ 



CANDLES project 

!  CANDLES System 
!  for 48Ca (Qββ=4.3MeV, 0.187%)  
!  CaF2 detector 
!  4π active shield 
!  enriched 48Ca 

!  Sensitivity of CANDLES 
!  <mν> 80meV [at tonnes scale] 
     with CaF2 scintillator system 
　　　beyond this value  
　　　… bolometer 
 

Schematic drawing of scintillator system	

[48Ca has the highest Q value and thus less prone to natural radioactivity backgrounds]!



Current Status 

Inside View 
of Water Tank 

Inside Modules 
(CaF2 Scintillators) 

CANDLES III  

!  CANDLES III at Kamioka Lab taking data    
!  96 CaF2 (305kg, 0.187%48Ca) + liquid scintillator 
!  Installation of light-pipe system in 2012. 

Kamioka Lab. 

3m	

4m
	 CaF2	

Liquid Scintillator	

Water	

PMTs	

Light Pipe	



Future Experiment	
!  48Ca enrichment 
!  R&D for next CANDLES system 
!  Under development  
            for a large amount of 48Ca  

!  CANDLES IV & V 
!  48Ca enrichment 
!  Cooling system (~0℃)  
                 for good energy resolution 

!  Schedule	

Measurement 
    at Kamioka Lab 
    sensitivity 0.5 eV 
48Ca enrichment 
Construction of detector 
   . . . not funded yet 



enrXe loaded LS in 
a mini-balloon

KamLAND
Zero Neutrino 

double beta decay search

~320kg 90% enriched 136Xe installed so far
615 kg in hand

9m

6.5m

1.5m

-Zen

Good features of using KamLAND
 ● running detector 
　　→ relatively low cost and quick start

 ● huge and clean (1200m3, U: 3.5x10-18 g/g, Th: 5.2x10-17)
　　→ negligible external gamma
　　(Xe and mini-balloon need to be clean)

 ● Xe-LS can be purified, mini-balloon replaceable
    if necessary, with relatively low cost
　　→ highly scalable (up to several tons of Xe)

 ● No escape or invisible energy from β, γ
　　→ BG identification relatively easy

 ● anti-neutrino observation continues
　　→ geo-neutrino w/o japanese reactors

1

T1/2
= G0⌫ |M0⌫ |2hm��i2

hm��i = |⌃mi|Uei|2✏i|

[massive quantity of isotope deployed in low-background scintillator]!
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NME uncertainty NME uncertainty

Use the same model (the same parameter set) 
gA, short range correlations

comparison with KK claim

Assuming light-Majorana-neutrino 
exchange and using available NME 
calculations, KK claim is rejected 
at 97.5%CL (combined).

２.

The world best sensitivity１.
T1/2  >1.9×1025 yr（KL-Zen）
         > 3.4×1025 yr (combined)
hm��i < 120 ⇠ 250meV

Results from KamLAND-Zen phase I 
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FIG. 1: (a) Energy spectrum of selected candidate events together
with the best-fit backgrounds and 2νββ decays, and the 90% C.L.
upper limit for 0νββ decays, for the combined data from DS-1 and
DS-2; the fit range is 0.5 < E < 4.8MeV. (b) Closeup of (a) for
2.2 < E < 3.0MeV after subtracting known background contribu-
tions.

spallation of Xe, but background from short-lived products of
Xe with lifetimes of less than 100 s is constrained from the
study of muon time-correlated events [2].

By looking at events near the IB radius, we found that the
IB, which was fabricated 100 km from the Fukushima-I re-
actor, was contaminated by fallout from the Fukushima nu-
clear accident in March 2011 [2]. The dominant activities
from this fallout are 134Cs (β + γ’s) and 137Cs (0.662 MeV
γ), but they do not generate background in the energy region
2.2 < E < 3.0MeV relevant to the 136Xe 0νββ decay search
(i.e., the 0νββ window). In this region, the dominant IB con-
taminant is 214Bi (β + γ’s) from the U decay chain. The Cs
and U are not distributed uniformly on the IB film. Rather,
their activity appears to increase proportionally with the area
of the film welding lines. This indicates that the dominant IB
backgrounds may have been introduced during the welding
process from dust containing both natural U and Fukushima
fallout contaminants. The activity of the 214Bi on the IB drives
the spherical fiducial radius in the analysis.

In the combined DS-1 and DS-2 data set, a peak can
also be observed in the IB backgrounds located in the 0νββ
window on top of the 214Bi contribution, similar in en-
ergy to the peak found within the fiducial volume. To ex-
plore this activity we performed two-dimensional fits in R
and energy, assuming that the only contributions on the IB
are from 214Bi and 110mAg. Floating the rates from back-
ground sources uniformly distributed in the Xe-LS, the fit
results for the 214Bi and 110mAg event rates on the IB are
19.0± 1.8 day−1and 3.3± 0.4 day−1, respectively, for DS-1,
and 15.2± 2.3day−1and 2.2± 0.4day−1for DS-2. The 214Bi
rates are consistent between DS-1 and DS-2 given the differ-
ent fiducial volume selection, while the 110mAg rates are con-
sistent with the decay time of this isotope. The rejection effi-
ciencies of the FV cut R < 1.35m against 214Bi and 110mAg
on the IB are (96.8± 0.3)% and (93.8± 0.7)%, respectively,
where the uncertainties include the uncertainty in the IB posi-
tion.

The energy spectra of selected candidate events for DS-1
and DS-2 are shown in Fig. 1. The ββ decay rates are
estimated from a likelihood fit to the binned energy spec-
trum between 0.5 and 4.8 MeV for each data set. The back-
ground rates described above are floated but constrained by
their estimated values, as are the detector energy response
model parameters. As discussed in Ref. [2], contributions
from 110mAg (β− decay, τ = 360 day, Q = 3.01MeV), 88Y
(EC decay, τ = 154 day, Q = 3.62MeV), 208Bi (EC de-
cay, τ = 5.31× 105 yr, Q = 2.88MeV), and 60Co (β− de-
cay, τ = 7.61 yr, Q = 2.82MeV) are considered as potential
background sources in the 0νββ region of interest. The in-
creased exposure time of this data set allows for improved
constraints on the identity of the background due to the differ-
ent lifetimes of the considered isotopes. Fig. 2 shows the event
rate time variation in the energy range 2.2 < E < 3.0MeV,
which exhibits a strong preference for the lifetime of 110mAg,
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spallation of Xe, but background from short-lived products of
Xe with lifetimes of less than 100 s is constrained from the
study of muon time-correlated events [2].

By looking at events near the IB radius, we found that the
IB, which was fabricated 100 km from the Fukushima-I re-
actor, was contaminated by fallout from the Fukushima nu-
clear accident in March 2011 [2]. The dominant activities
from this fallout are 134Cs (β + γ’s) and 137Cs (0.662 MeV
γ), but they do not generate background in the energy region
2.2 < E < 3.0MeV relevant to the 136Xe 0νββ decay search
(i.e., the 0νββ window). In this region, the dominant IB con-
taminant is 214Bi (β + γ’s) from the U decay chain. The Cs
and U are not distributed uniformly on the IB film. Rather,
their activity appears to increase proportionally with the area
of the film welding lines. This indicates that the dominant IB
backgrounds may have been introduced during the welding
process from dust containing both natural U and Fukushima
fallout contaminants. The activity of the 214Bi on the IB drives
the spherical fiducial radius in the analysis.

In the combined DS-1 and DS-2 data set, a peak can
also be observed in the IB backgrounds located in the 0νββ
window on top of the 214Bi contribution, similar in en-
ergy to the peak found within the fiducial volume. To ex-
plore this activity we performed two-dimensional fits in R
and energy, assuming that the only contributions on the IB
are from 214Bi and 110mAg. Floating the rates from back-
ground sources uniformly distributed in the Xe-LS, the fit
results for the 214Bi and 110mAg event rates on the IB are
19.0± 1.8 day−1and 3.3± 0.4 day−1, respectively, for DS-1,
and 15.2± 2.3day−1and 2.2± 0.4day−1for DS-2. The 214Bi
rates are consistent between DS-1 and DS-2 given the differ-
ent fiducial volume selection, while the 110mAg rates are con-
sistent with the decay time of this isotope. The rejection effi-
ciencies of the FV cut R < 1.35m against 214Bi and 110mAg
on the IB are (96.8± 0.3)% and (93.8± 0.7)%, respectively,
where the uncertainties include the uncertainty in the IB posi-
tion.

The energy spectra of selected candidate events for DS-1
and DS-2 are shown in Fig. 1. The ββ decay rates are
estimated from a likelihood fit to the binned energy spec-
trum between 0.5 and 4.8 MeV for each data set. The back-
ground rates described above are floated but constrained by
their estimated values, as are the detector energy response
model parameters. As discussed in Ref. [2], contributions
from 110mAg (β− decay, τ = 360 day, Q = 3.01MeV), 88Y
(EC decay, τ = 154 day, Q = 3.62MeV), 208Bi (EC de-
cay, τ = 5.31× 105 yr, Q = 2.88MeV), and 60Co (β− de-
cay, τ = 7.61 yr, Q = 2.82MeV) are considered as potential
background sources in the 0νββ region of interest. The in-
creased exposure time of this data set allows for improved
constraints on the identity of the background due to the differ-
ent lifetimes of the considered isotopes. Fig. 2 shows the event
rate time variation in the energy range 2.2 < E < 3.0MeV,
which exhibits a strong preference for the lifetime of 110mAg,
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[Let’s look closer at the data…] !

[…cosmogenics are important and could be the source of 110mAg]!



[purification is possible]!
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EXO-200 @ WIPP



[EXO Concept and Advantages]!
!
136Xe is probably the easiest (and cheapest) enriched 
double beta isotope that can be obtained!
!
LXe TPC exploits event topology to reject multi-site 
backgrounds (from gammas)!
!
good energy resolution!
!
effective self-shielding for reducing external backgrounds!
!
possibility to tag Ba (double beta daughter isotope)!
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Module 1
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VETO PANELS

DOUBLE-WALLED 

CRYOSTAT

LXe VESSEL

LEAD SHIELDING

JACK AND FOOT

VACUUM PUMPS

FRONT END 

ELECTRONICS

HV FILTER AND 

FEEDTHROUGH

> 25 cm

25 mm 

High purity 
Heat transfer fluid
HFE7000 
> 50 cm

1.37 mm

VETO PANELS
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TPC entering the Cryostat
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4

EXO-200 detector:             JINST 7 (2012) P05010
Characterization of APDs:   NIM  A608 68-75 (2009)
Materials screening:            NIM  A591, 490-509 (2008)

Copper vessel 1.37 mm thick
175 kg LXe, 80.6% enr. in 136Xe
Copper conduits (6) for:
• APD bias and readout cables
• U+V wires bias and readout
• LXe supply and return
Epoxy feedthroughs at cold and 
warm doors
Dedicated HV bias line
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First Observation of  136Xe 2νββ

3455

zoomed*in
single*8*cluster

mulPple*8*cluster

T1/2 = (2.11 ± 0.04 stat ± 0.21 sys) · 1021 yr               
                     [Ackerman et al Phys Rev Lett 107 (2011) 212501]

720720

7202νββ

In significant disagreement with previous limits:  
     T1/2 > 1.0·1022 yr (90% C.L.)   (R. Bernabei et al. Phys. Lett. B 546 (2002) 23) 
     T1/2 > 8.5·1021 yr (90% C.L.)   (Yu. M. Gavriljuk et al., Phys. Atom. Nucl. 69 (2006) 2129)

Later confirmed by KamLAND-ZEN 

May-July 2011: 3.2 kg-yr
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EXO-200 136Xe 0νββ Limit

40

1σ 2σ

R
O
I

Low background spectrum zoomed around 
the 0νββ region of interest (ROI) 

No 0ν signal observed
in the ROI

Use likelihood fit to establish limit

From profile 
likelihood:

T1/2
0νββ > 1.6·1025 yr

〈mββ〉< 140–380 meV  

(90% C.L.)

Phys Rev Lett 
     109 (2012) 032505

Expected events from fitExpected events from fitExpected events from fitExpected events from fit
±1 σ±1 σ ±2 σ±2 σ

222Rn in cryostat air-gap 1.9 ±0.2 2.9 ±0.3
238U in LXe Vessel 0.9 ±0.2 1.3 ±0.3
232Th in LXe Vessel 0.9 ±0.1 2.9 ±0.3
214Bi on Cathode 0.2 ±0.01 0.3 ±0.02
All Others ~0.2 ~0.2
Total 4.1 ±0.3 7.5 ±0.5
Observed 11 55
Background index b 
(kg-1yr-1keV-1)

1.5·10-3 ± 
0.1

1.5·10-3 ± 
0.1

1.4·10-3 ± 
0.1
1.4·10-3 ± 
0.1

Sep 11 - Apr 12: 26.3 kg-yr 
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238U in LXe Vessel 0.9 ±0.2 1.3 ±0.3
232Th in LXe Vessel 0.9 ±0.1 2.9 ±0.3
214Bi on Cathode 0.2 ±0.01 0.3 ±0.02
All Others ~0.2 ~0.2
Total 4.1 ±0.3 7.5 ±0.5
Observed 11 55
Background index b 
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Sep 11 - Apr 12: 26.3 kg-yr 
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EXO-200 Result Summar

41

GERDA result 
(90 % C.L.)
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Sketch of nEXO in the SNOlab Cryopit

nEXO SNOlab, Cryopit Workshop, 21 Aug 2013 22

nEXO

~1
50

cm

~40cm

• 5 tonne: entirely cover inverted hierarchy
• LXe TPC “as similar to EXO-200 as possible”
• Provide access ports for a possible later 

upgrade to Ba tagging 

Î A unique combination of 
conservative and aggressive
design with important 
upgrade paths as desirable
for a large experiment

nEXO: 5 tonne LXe TPC!
“as similar to EXO-200 as possible”!
!

nEXO SNOlab, Cryopit Workshop, 21 Aug 2013 22

nEXO
~1

50
cm

~40cm

• 5 tonne: entirely cover inverted hierarchy
• LXe TPC “as similar to EXO-200 as possible”
• Provide access ports for a possible later 

upgrade to Ba tagging 

Î A unique combination of 
conservative and aggressive
design with important 
upgrade paths as desirable
for a large experiment
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nEXO 5yr

nEXO 10yr w/ Ba tag

Final EXO-200
PRL 109 (2012) 032505 (EXO-200)

Constraints on neutrino masses
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95

%
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[5 tonne enriched Xe cost: ~$80 M (USD) for the isotope alone]!

[32.5 kg-yr]!
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GERDA	  @	  LNGS	  

•  ‘Bare’ enrGe	  array	  in	  liquid	  argon	  	  	  
•  	  Shield:	  high-‐purity	  liquid	  Argon	  /	  H2O	  
•  	  Phase	  I:	  18	  kg	  (HdM/IGEX)	  	  
•  	  Phase	  II:	  add	  ~20	  kg	  new	  enriched	  

detectors	  

[excellent energy resolution of Ge detectors, careful control of backgrounds]!
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clean	  room	  with	  lock	  and	  glove	  box	  for	  detector	  
handling	  

control	  rooms	  

water	  plant	  &	  
radon	  monitor	  

water tank, Ø10m, 
part of muon-veto detector 

 cryostat, Ø4m,  
with internal 

Cu shield 

muon	  &	  cryogenic	  
infrastructure	  

Ge-detector array 
(enriched in 76Ge) 

plas:c	  μ-‐veto	  

The	  GERDA	  experiment	  
Eur.	  Phys.	  J.	  C	  (2013)	  73:2330	  
arXiv:1212.4067	  
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8	  refurbished	  enriched	  diodes	  from	  HdM	  &	  IGEX	  
•  86%	  isotopically	  enriched	  in	  Ge-‐76	  
•  17.66	  kg	  total	  mass	  
•  plus	  1	  natural	  Ge	  diode	  from	  GTF	  
	  
2	  diodes	  shut	  off	  because	  leakage	  current	  high:	  
•  total	  enriched	  enriched	  detector	  mass	  14.6	  kg	  

Nov	  2011:	  deployment	  of	  3-‐string	  	  &	  start	  of	  phase	  I	  physics	  runs	  
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Total	  exposure	  for	  0νββ	  analysis:	  21.6	  kg	  yr	  
(bi-‐)weekly	  calibrafon	  runs	  (‘spikes’)	  

0νββ	  
background	  paper	  

Overview	  of	  data	  taking	  	  

Data	  blinding:	  
•  All	  events	  in	  Qββ±20	  

keV	  removed	  in	  Tier	  1	  
•  2	  copies	  of	  raw	  data	  

kept	  for	  processing	  
aler	  unblinding	  

1st	  physics:	  2νββ	  analysis	  (5.04	  kg	  yr)	  

Inserfon	  of	  5	  Phase	  II	  enrBEGe	  

Eur.	  Phys.	  J.	  C	  (2013)	  73:2330	  
arXiv:1212.4067	  
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Pulse	  shape	  discriminafon:	  BEGe	  
arXiv:1307.2610	  

Signal-‐like	   bgd-‐like	  (MSE	  γ’s)	  

bgd-‐like	  
(p+	  surface	  
α,	  β)	  

bgd-‐like	  
(n+	  surface	  β,	  42K)	  

p+	  

n+	  

A	  

E	  

PSD	  discriminafon	  
parameter:	  A/E	  
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Unblinding:	  full	  data	  set	  (21.6	  kg	  yr)	  

Full	  data	  set:	  	  	   	  7	  event	  in	  blinded	  window	  
	  	   	   	   	  3	  event	  survive	  PSD	  cut	  
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Comparison	  with	  Phys.	  Ler.	  B	  586	  198	  (2004)	  claim	  	  

Expectafon	  for	  claimed	  	  T1/20ν	  =1.19×1025	  yr	  (Phys.	  Ler.	  B	  586	  198	  (2004)):	  	  	  
	  
	  5.9±1.4	  signal	  over	  2.0±0.3	  bgd	  in	  ±2σ	  energy	  window	  to	  be	  compared	  with	  3	  cts	  (0	  in	  ±1σ)	  	  
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Bayes	  factor:	  P(H1)/P(H0	  )=0.	  024	   p-‐value	  from	  profile	  likelihood	  
P(N=0|H1	  )	  =	  0.	  01	  	  	  (0.006	  if	  1/T	  unconstrained)	  

èClaim	  refuted	  with	  high	  probability	  

H1:	  claimed	  signal	  plus	  background	  	  
H0:	  background	  only	  
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Summary	  &	  Outlook	  

•  GERDA	  Phase	  I	  design	  goals	  reached:	  
•  Background	  index	  aler	  PSD:	  0.01	  cts	  /	  (keV	  kg	  yr)	  	  
•  Exposure	  21.6	  kg	  yr 	   	   	   	   	   	  [HdM	  exposure:	  35.5	  kg-‐yr]	  
	  

•  No	  	  0νββ-‐signal	  observed	  at	  Qββ	  =	  2039	  keV;	  best	  fit:	  N0ν=0	  	  
•  Background-‐only	  hypothesis	  H0	  strongly	  favored	  	  
•  Claim	  strongly	  disfavored	  (independent	  of	  NME	  and	  of	  leading	  term)	  

	  
•  Bayes	  Factor	  /	  p-‐value:	  	  	  	  	  	  

	   	  GERDA:	   	   	   	   	  2.4×10-‐2	  /	  1.0×10-‐2	  	  
	   	  GERDA+IGEX+HdM:	   	  2	  ×	  10-‐4	  	  	  /	  	  	  -‐	  	  

•  Limit	  on	  half-‐life:	  	  	   	  	  
	   	  GERDA: 	   	   	   	  T1/20ν	  >	  2.1×1025	  yr	  (90%	  C.L.)	  	  	  
	   	  GERDA+IGEX+HdM:	   	  T1/20ν	  >	  3.0×1025	  yr	  (90%	  C.L.)	  	  (<mee>	  <	  0.2-‐0.4	  eV)	  

	  
•  Results	  reached	  aler	  only	  21.6	  kg	  yr	  exposure	  because	  of	  unprecedented	  low	  

background:	  bgd	  expectafons	  in	  ±2σ	  aler	  analysis	  cuts	  and	  correcfng	  for	  
efficiencies:	   	   	   	   	  	  	  0.01	  cts	  /(mol	  yr)	  (cf.	  EXO:	  0.07,	  KL:	  0.2)	  

•  GeXng	  ready	  for	  Phase	  II…..	  
	  



Transition to GERDA Phase II 
•  Phase I ended September 30, 2013 – all Phase I detectors 

dismounted 
•  Phase II: additional 30 enriched BEGe detectors (adding 20 kg) 

•  already produced by Canberra Olen and completely tested at Hades (Belgium) 

•  Suppress background by factor > 10  
•  new front-end readout in close proximity (2 cm) to detectors and new front-end 

cabling 
•  new HV and signnal cabling with improved radiopurity and lower Rn emanation 
•  PSA discrimination with BEGe’s 
•  liquid argon scintillation veto being instrumented 

•  Ready for deployment of Phase II hardware in Spring 2014 



0νββ research with TeO2 
!  130Te is a good DBD candidate ( 130Te → 130Xe + 2 e-) with high natural i.a. (34.2 %) and 
reasonably high Q-value (Q~2528 keV) leading to high G(Q,Z) and low background 

!  TeO2 is a compound with good mechanical and thermal properties containing 130Te 
!  5x5x5 cm3 TeO2 crystals have a high detection efficiency for 0νββ events: ~87.4% 

MiDBD 
1.8 kg  130Te 

1997-2001 

Cuoricino 
11.3 kg 130Te 

2003-2009 

CUORE-0 
11 kg 130Te 

2012...2014 

CUORE 
206 kg 130Te 

2014... 

[exquisite energy resolution of a bolometer, careful control of backgrounds,!
34% natural abundance of 130Te (no need to enrich)]!
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Detector assembly approach 



CUORE Status and  schedule 

7

(+3 by the end of october) 

Meanwhile…. 



CUORE-0: the Demonstrator 



238U γ lines reduced by a factor 2 (better radon control), 
232Th γ lines not reduced (originate from the cryostat). 
238U and 232Th α lines reduced thanks to the new detector surface treatment. 

Energy [keV] 
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    Cuore-0 vs Cuoricino bkg 
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Energy [keV] 
Avg. flat bkg. [counts/keV/kg/y] Signal eff. [%] 
0νββ region 2700-3900 keV (detector+cuts) 

CUORICINO 0.153 ± 0.006 0.110 ± 0.001 83 ± 1 
CUORE0 0.074 ± 0.012 0.019 ± 0.002 78 ± 1 
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Flat alpha background 



Cuore-0 and Cuore Sensitivities 



[excellent energy resolution of Ge detector, careful control of backgrounds]!

MAJORANA DEMONSTRATOR Status December 2013

• Located underground at 4850’ Sanford Underground Research Facility
• Background Goal in the 0νββ peak region of interest (4 keV at 2039 keV)  

    3 counts/ROI/t/y (after analysis cuts)
    scales to 1 count/ROI/t/y for a tonne experiment

• 40-kg of Ge detectors
– 30 kg of 86% enriched 76Ge crystals
– 10 kg of natGe
– Detector Technology: P-type, point-contact.

• 2 independent cryostats
– ultra-clean, electroformed Cu
– 20 kg of detectors per cryostat
– naturally scalable

• Compact Shield
– low-background passive Cu and Pb

shield with active muon veto

The MAJORANA DEMONSTRATOR
Funded&by&DOE&Office&of&Nuclear&Physics&and&NSF&Par9cle&Astrophysics,&
with&addi9onal&contribu9ons&from&interna9onal&collaborators.

Goals:'''A&Demonstrate&backgrounds&low&enough&to&jus9fy&building&a&tonne&scale&experiment.
A&Establish&feasibility&to&construct&&&field&modular&arrays&of&Ge&detectors.
A&Test&KlapdorAKleingrothaus&claim.
A&Searches&for&addi9onal&physics&beyond&the&standard&model.
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MAJORANA DEMONSTRATOR Status December 2013

MJD Electroforming Cu

Electroforming&Baths&in&TCR

Inser9on&of&mandel&into&EF&bath

3

eAbeam&welding&of&hoop

• Produced over 85% of the ultra-clean, low-activity electroformed copper that is used 
for cryostats, string components, and inner shielding.  Most of this material has been 
electroformed at the Temporary Clean Room (TCR) facility that is being operated at 
the Ross 4850’ area.  All has been machined at the MJD Davis campus.

Preparing&to&machine&electroformed&copper&&mandrel&&in&the&clean&machine&shop,&MJD&Davis&Campus,&4850’

Inspec9on&of&EF&copper&on&mandrels



The cleanest copper in the world 

The temporary clean room 
at SURF (4850) 

Copper being electroformed 
on a stainless steel mandrel 

A clean 
machine shop 
underground 

Ryan Martin (USD, LBNL) - PPC 2013 



MAJORANA DEMONSTRATOR Status December 2013

MAJORANA DEMONSTRATOR Summary

• Construction of MJD underway and 
proceeding on schedule.

- Prototype Cryostat : in use

- Cryostat 1 : Spring 2014

- Cryostat 2 : FY2015

• Focus is on Cryo 1 activities
- Cu and enriched detectors in hand

- Cryo 1 vacuum system and cryostat

- String building

- Shield

- We aim to should start collecting 
Cryo 1 data in 2014

“The$MAJORANA$DEMONSTRATOR$Neutrinoless$Double7Beta$Decay$Experiment”
accepted&to&Advances&in&High&Energy&Physics,&arXiv:1308.1633
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MAJORANA DEMONSTRATOR Status December 2013

MJD Progress towards Cryo 1

9



MJD Sensitivity 

• With 30kg of enriched germanium detectors, ~1 yr to test KKDC claim 
at 90% 

30 kg y 

Ryan Martin (USD, LBNL) - PPC 2013 



NEXT-100 detector

• A 100-150 kg HPXe TPC. 

• Xenon gas enriched at > 90% in Xe-136 at 10-20 bar 

• Uses electroluminescence to amplify signals.

[energy resolution and tracking using high pressure (gas) 136Xe TPC w/EL readout]!



NEXT CONCEPTUAL IDEA, light production   
LIGHT&PRODUCTION&PROCESS&
!"!Electrons!excite!and!ionize!Xe!
!"!Excited!Xenon!emits!scin3lla3on&
light!(172nm)!that!is!detected!by!the!!
PMTs!at!Energy!Plane!(SIGNAL!1)!
!"!Electrons!from!ioniza3on!are!
dri3ed!by!a!weak!electric!field!to!the!
Electro"Luminescence!(EL)!region!!!
!"!There,!a!larger!E!field!!accelerate!
electrons!such!to!excite!the!Xe,!but!
not!enough!to!ionize!it.!This!process!
produce!a!large!amount!of!172nm!
photons!that!will!be!detected!in!both!
photo"sensors!planes!(SIGNAL!2)!
" The!PMTs!in!the!energy!plane!will!
accurately!measure!the!energy!!
" !The!SiPMs!in!the!tracking!plane!will!
allow!to!reconstruct!the!track!
followed!by!the!original!par3cle.!
!

Tetra!Phenyl!Butadiene!(TPB)!Wave"Length"
ShiQer!is!used!to!convert!the!light!from!UV!to!
430!nm!to!make!it!visible!t!the!SiPMs!&!
increase!the!number!of!photons!for!improving!
energy!resolu3on!





Energy resolution
• Demonstrated with large-scale 

prototypes NEXT-DBBM (LBNL) and 
NEXT-DEMO (IFIC) 

• Better than 0.5 % FWHM @ Qbb 
(using 660 keV cs-137 photo peak in 
NEXT-DBDM, central detector 
region, 20 bar. 

• Better than 0.7 % FWHM @ Qbb 
(using 550 keV Na-22 photo peak in 
NEXT-DEMO, full fiducial region, 10 
bar.

NEXT-DBDM @ 20 bar!
0.5 % FWHM at Qbb

NEXT-DEMO @ 10 bar!
0.7 % FWHM at Qbb



Na22  
511keV e-

Cs137  
662keV e-

Muon

Tracks reconstructed for 
different energies

Different behavior 
between µ and e



NEXT-WHITE (NEW) detector

• First stage of NEXT. Field 
cage scales 1:2 that of 
NEXT-100 (0.5 m length, 0.5 
m diameter). Mass is 10 kg at 
15 bar 

• 20 % of NEXT-100 sensors 
(12 PMTs 

• Better than 0.7 % FWHM @ 
Qbb (using 550 keV Na-22 
photo peak in NEXT-DEMO, 
full fiducial region, 10 bar.



(Super)-NEMO 

14th November 2013! Neutrinoless Double-Beta Decay and SuperNEMO! 61!

Imperial, Manchester, UCL, 
UCL-MSSL, Warwick 

The goals of SuperNEMO : 

1.  Build on the experience of the extremely successful NEMO-3 experiment. 

2. Use the power of the tracking-calorimeter approach to identify and suppress 
backgrounds. This will yield a zero-background experiment in the first phase. 

3.  Aim to reach the inverted mass hierarchy (~50 meV) region by the end of the decade. 

4.  In the event of a discovery by any of the next-generation experiments, the tracking-
calorimeter approach is by far the best one for characterising the mechanism of 0νββ 
decay. 



[SuperNEMO Concept and Advantages] 

•  powerful tracking detector for superb background 
rejection (using event spatial topology) 

•  ability to study 
–  single electron energy spectrum 
–  angular correlation between the two emitted electrons 

…especially important for studying the decay mechanism in the 
event of a positive signal for neutrinoless double beta decay 



63 

NEMO-3 

B (25 G) 
source foil 

scintillator 
PMT 

source foil 

Transverse View 

ββ vertex 

ββ vertex 

Tracker Volume 

Longitudinal View 

Scint. Hit 

•  The particle physicist’s nuclear physics experiment. 
•  “Smoking gun” : complete event reconstruction for : 

! background rejection 
! signal characterisation (discovery!) 

Isotopes 
Large quantities: 100Mo (7kg)  82Se (1 kg)  
Small quantities: 116Cd 150Nd 48Ca 96Zr 130Te  
All major isotopes except 76Ge and 136Xe 

63!14th November 2013! Neutrinoless Double-Beta Decay and SuperNEMO 
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SuperNEMO : Road Map 

      
Demonstrator Module 
Prove technology; reach 

~200 meV sensitivity 

      
Full SuperNEMO 

20 modules : 100 kg 
Start to probe I.H. 

64!14th November 2013! Neutrinoless Double-Beta Decay and SuperNEMO 
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SuperNEMO : How to Get There ? 

65!14th November 2013! Neutrinoless Double-Beta Decay and SuperNEMO 

100Mo  isotope  82Se or other   

7 kg   isotope mass 100+ kg  

208Tl: ~ 100 µBq/kg 
214Bi: ~ 300 µBq/kg 

Rn: ~ 5 mBq/m3  

internal contamination  
208Tl ,214Bi in the ββ foil 

Rn in the tracker 

208Tl ≤ 2 µBq/kg 
214Bi ≤ 10 µBq/kg 
Rn ≤ 0.15 mBq/m3  

8% @ 3MeV energy resolution  
(FWHM)  4% @ 3 MeV 

T1/2(0νββ) > 1-2 x 1024 
y 

<mν> < 0.3 – 0.9 eV 

T1/2(0νββ) > 1 x 1026 y 
<mν> < 0.04 - 0.11 eV 

SuperNEMO NEMO-3 

a background-free 
Demonstrator Module Phase 

1 

proven in UK R&D 

factor ~100 in T1/2 
factor ~10 in <mν>  
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SuperNEMO Demonstrator Module : Overview 

66!14th November 2013! Neutrinoless Double-Beta Decay and SuperNEMO 

    
  

Tracker Prototype 
Prove Mass Production  

Calorimeter R&D 
Demonstrate FWHM~7% @ 1 

MeV 

2000 tracker cells 

~700 calorimeter channels 

6-7 kg source foil 

“BiPo” Detector 
Measure source foil 

contamination to 208Tl ≤ 2 
µBq/kg 

214Bi ≤ 10 µBq/kg     

Also : 
§  Change isotope 

100Mo         82Se 
§  Reduce radon in 

gas by factor 30 
§  Improved 

efficiency, 
calibration etc. 

Demonstrator Module 



14th November 2013! Neutrinoless Double-Beta Decay and SuperNEMO! 67!

SuperNEMO UK 
Build a 2000 channel Geiger-mode tracking detector : 
§  Must reconstruct β-electron tracks with high efficiency and resolution. 
§  Must contribute zero background in the 0νββ analysis è ultra-pure materials only. 
§  Must be impermeable to the diffusion of radon into the gas volume è gas-sealing 
§  Robotic construction for accuracy, cleanliness and mass-production capability. 
§  Electronics, cabling, gas-system & software. 

optical module production line (UCL) tracker robot being commissioned (Manchester) 



14th November 2013! Neutrinoless Double-Beta Decay and SuperNEMO! 68!

Tracker Frame 

Insertion of Optical Modules into 
tracker frame 

§  Preparation of cell 
support structure. 

§  Test insertion of first 
tracker cells this week ! 
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SuperNEMO : Timeline 

69!14th November 2013! Neutrinoless Double-Beta Decay and SuperNEMO 

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Demonstrator Module 
construction and commissioning 

Construction and deployment of successive SuperNEMO modules 
Sensitivity with 100 kg : 

T1/2 (0νββ)~1026 yr              <mν> ~ 40-110 meV    

Continuous operation of ≥1 SuperNEMO 
module 

Demonstrator Module Running :  
§  Prove B~10-4 cts/keV/kg/yr : amongst best of 

any experiment. 
§  Limit on T1/2 ~6.5×1024 yr. 
§  Unique ββ measurements.  

0νββ	




1000 tonnes D2O 

12 m diameter Acrylic Vessel 
18 m diameter support structure; 9500 PMTs  
(~54% photocathode coverage) 

 
1700 tonnes inner shielding H2O 
5300 tonnes outer shielding H2O 
Urylon liner radon seal 

 

depth: 2092 m (~6010 m.w.e.) ~70 muons/day 

Sudbury  
Neutrino 
Observatory 

780 tonnes liquid 
scintillator 

hold-down 
rope net 



SNO+ with Te-Loaded Liquid Scintillator 

•  large natural isotopic abundance 34% for 130Te 
•  tonne scale for 130Te isotope, cost is $1.5 million (b/c use natural Te) 
•  0.3% Te (by weight) in SNO+ is 2.34 tonnes of Te or 800 kg of 130Te 

isotope…0.3% loading isn’t a fundamental loading limit either! 

•  in the energy range where the Te endpoint is, the known U 
chain background (214Bi-214Po) can be rejected by factor 
>5,000! 
•  “temporal event topology” for background rejection 

•  the 2νββ background is a factor 100 times smaller than in 
Nd (previous isotope developed for SNO+ double beta) 

•  if the TeLS is otherwise radiopure, the dominant 
background will be 8B solar neutrinos 

[huge quantity of isotope deployed, ultra-low background liquid scintillator; requires careful 
background control for the tellurium] !



First Attempts at Te-Loaded Scintillator 
(at BNL) 
 

• …then, a breakthrough new approach was developed at 
BNL, and it works for loading Te in liquid scintillator! 

New loading technique (BNL):
Dissolve telluric acid in water 
(highly soluble), then combine 
a small fraction (few percent) 
of this mixture with LAB using 
a surfactant. Clear and stable 
(>1 yr explicitly demonstrated)

Conventional Loading Method

(carboxylate-based organometallic complex)

Higher U/Th than pure organic, 
but still low enough with SNO 
purification levels (10-14-10-15 g/g)

Spike tests show metal scavengers 
reduce U/Th by ~800 in single pass 
(target is a total reduction of ~104)

(M. Yeh et al., paper in preparation)



SNO+ Tellurium Purification Studies 

2 Surface passes:

• Dissolve Te(OH)6 in water
• Recrystalise using nitric acid
• Rinse with ethanol

Allow up to 5 hr re-exposure to finish & transport UG

>104 reduction

Outline of Te Purification Strategy

(Stage 1)

2 Underground passes:

• Dissolve in warm water (80oC)
• Cool to Recrystalise thermally

>102 reduction

(~50% Te “loss” recovered by recycling to surface system)

(Stage 2)

(paper in preparation)



Cosmogenics 

ACTIVIA code, cross sections from Silberberg et al. and TENDL-2009 database, flux parameterisations from Armstrong and 
Gehrels. Variations from using YIELDX code, TENDL-2012 database, and fluxes from Ziegler change estimated rates by up to a 
factor of two. Consistency also checked against CUORE beam activation study (Wang et al.) and KamLAND induced backgrounds.

(Q > 2 MeV,  T1/2 > 20 days)

Requires a reduction factor of >104 for these isotopes, which is also comparable 
to the reduction required for U/Th in “raw” Te material (ICP-MS: 2-3x10-11 g/g)

(V. Lozza, paper in preparation)



Purification Spike Tests 



Expected Average Spectra of Contributing 
Backgrounds for Two Live Years of Data





water level 
currently at 
9ft (2.75m)



Summary and Outlook 
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MJD, GERDA-II!
NEXT, EXO-200!
SuperNEMO!
KamLAND-Zen, SNO+ 0.3% Te!
CUORE!

SNO+ 3% Te ??!
Super-KL-Z ??!
nEXO ??!
larger Te liquid scintillator ??!

Exciting time as we close in on the IH!  Possibilities to go beyond!!
!
Different isotopes and varied experimental techniques…!
if Majorana neutrinos are within reach, we will observe! !


